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The Value in Providing Specialized
Accounting Services for Niche Markets
Firms that o�er specialized accounting services (SAS), combining analytics, business
intelligence, and technology-based solutions, are primed for success.
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By Adam Powell, CPA.

As accounting continues to evolve from the traditional services to a model that favors
value-added contributions, the number of companies offering targeted services for
speci�c niche markets should continue to proliferate. Identi�ed as one of the key
industry trends of late, �rms that offer specialized accounting services (SAS),
combining analytics, business intelligence, and technology-based solutions, are
primed for success.
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In recent years, the industry has increasingly embraced proprietary software
solutions, customized portals, and best practices that integrate automation, AI, and
machine learning features. Without a doubt, it has drastically reduced the workload
of core processes responsible for the most routine and labor-intensive accounting
tasks. Firms that have adopted and deployed these time saving initiatives have
become much more agile, transitioning to that of a value-creation partner whose
strategic and operational advice expands beyond routine bookkeeping, tax
preparation, and �ling services.

But the accounting profession isn’t alone in this evolutionary process. Now that
specialization has increasingly become the norm across the majority of client
product and service offerings, specialized accounting service providers can focus on
targeting niche-based clientele and corner market share. The �rst-person case study
shared in this guest article involves accounting services in the energy sector,
speci�cally the specialized niche market of mineral rights management.

When one understands a particular industry inside-out, seizing upon an idea to
improve the way business is transacted can be a meaningful and rewarding
opportunity. But aside from these factors, it’s often a chance to develop an
entrepreneurial solution. For years, the original founders of Valor successfully
managed multiple oil and gas investment partnerships. Their knowledge and
experience in the energy industry eventually led to a new kind of opportunity –
oversight and management of mineral rights for asset holders. It’s a marketplace
that’s most prevalent in U.S. states where considerable oil and gas reserves are
located. These mineral rights holders may be individuals, institutions, oil and gas
operators, family of�ces, foundations, trusts, nonpro�ts, and the assets they
maintain are often factored into a wide variety of investment portfolios. Their value
is evaluated on a recurring basis, which can produce royalty payments, but the
optimal management of these assets requires the integration of two key disciplines –
specialized accounting services and land management.

Because Valor’s company founders were well-versed and experienced in optimizing
mineral assets, they came to realize that there was a better way to manage them that
hadn’t yet been capitalized upon. A niche market in need of specialized accounting
services began to come into focus. It was increasingly apparent that traditional
accounting �rms were only meeting these mineral rights-holding clients halfway.
Essentially, Valor has two teams that operate with seamless integration. On one side
is the dedicated land team, who handles the mapping of assets and inventory
visualizations within their mineral management platform, contract review,
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regulatory compliance, digital document storage, and reporting analysis. On the
other side is the accounting team, who handles the full range of bookkeeping services
for these mineral-based assets. As such, it became apparent that an approach
designed to integrate these two practices into a single, specialty asset service model
would be quite bene�cial. The opportunity to employ an entrepreneurial approach
in developing a mutually bene�cial solution was within arm’s reach for Valor’s
founders.

Because services in this niche market weren’t being optimized to their full potential,
Valor set out to build an accounting �rm based on energy-focused oil and gas
clientele, with solutions designed for the seamless integration of accounting services
and strong land management features. To do so required the creation of a cloud-
based software platform that simultaneously addressed both crucial needs,  providing
a more accurate estimate of valuation. Thanks to the recruitment of several seasoned
professionals, made up of certi�ed public accountants, revenue accountants, certi�ed
professional landmen, trust and �duciary advisors, and the expertise provided by
Valor’s software development team, the company created a proprietary platform
solution – mineral.tech.

Today, the specialized accounting services enhanced by the mineral.tech® platform
accurately addresses the speci�c needs of this niche market. Unlike traditional
accounting platforms, the software uses a sophisticated mapping system that’s
capable of meeting the speci�c needs and requirements of mineral rights asset
holders. Clients can now receive organized accounting data in various reporting
modules, document storage that tracks relevant information on their assets, and
features that can help optimize revenue, verify ownership, and track production.

The accounting team can provide revenue and expense accounting at the well/lease
level, 1099 and property tax review and analysis, Joint interest billing ( JIB) review,
and suspended and escheated funds assistance. The mineral.tech® software provides
organized storage of deeds, JIBs, AFE, revenue statements, and any other ownership-
related documents. Storing these documents in one easily accessible place can be
particularly helpful when mineral owners decide to sell their assets or pass them
down to future generations. Thus, the platform became the comprehensive solution
of specialized accounting services that this niche market had been waiting for.

Thanks to the specialized accounting services provided through its cloud-based
platform, mineral.tech® has quickly become one of the market’s leading solutions
for all non-operated oil and gas assets. And it was designed so that clients can
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integrate its functions with their other professional service providers and in-house
teams, greatly reducing overhead and streamlining work�ows.

At its heart, specialized accounting services – especially those designed to bene�t
speci�c niche markets – allow �rms to leverage skills and expertise in ways that
traditional accounting providers cannot. Furthermore, these niche accounting
services can be appealing to institutional clientele as well, as many mineral rights
owners have their assets managed and serviced through middle market banks and
investment �rms. This presents Valor with a win-win opportunity to become an
outsourced solution for these lending institutions, some of whom do not have the
dedicated resources to optimize mineral assets. Just the same, they can also bene�t
from outsourcing this specialized line of work, as it allows them to streamline their
internal resources and focus on their own core service lines.

=========

Adam Powell, CPA, serves as the chief accounting of�cer for Valor,  a specialty asset
management company whose proprietary mineral.tech® software supports specialized
accounting and land services for clients in the oil and gas industry. He’s responsible for the
management and direction of the company’s accounting, �nancial, and risk management
departments. Adam is a member of the Texas Society of CPAs and the American Institute of
CPAs. He obtained a bachelor’s degree in �nance from Oklahoma State University and an
additional bachelor’s degree in accounting from the University of Central Oklahoma.
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